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Did you ever try to plan all the details of a
simple project? How many plans do you
think the Lord had to make when He
created living things? A billion? A billion
times a billion?
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We all know that it takes time to plan the
most simple project. Did you ever think
about the planning God had to do when He
created all the different kinds of living things? Our word "species" today includes
many creatures that the Bible counts as being the same "kind" – as when God
created the kinds. But God did design the genetic information that allowed the kinds
to produce these variations.
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Yes, God's act of creating living things was much more than just wishing. Just think
that there are more than 20,000 different species of bees – some with very complex
societies – and their own languages! The figures and the beauty of it all makes one
wonder at God. Why are there 4,500 different species of sponges? Why are some
creatures – never seen by humans until this century – so eerily beautiful? For that
matter, why have so many different kinds of beautiful flowers?
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The variety in the creation reflects some of the joy of creation that God felt and
shows us the incredible unbridled creativity of our wonderful God. The fact that
there is only one species of human – all related – confirms the human history related
in the Bible.
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Prayer: Dear heavenly Father, I know that I shall never have Your ability to plan
and carry out those plans. I confess that too often I waste the time and energy You
give me because I don't even bother to use the abilities you have given me. Forgive
me for Jesus' sake, and for His sake help me to be more like You in this. Amen.
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To watch a video of this Church Bulletin Insert – and 24 more – order a copy of our
Moments with God's Creation DVD at www.creationmoments.com.
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